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It all starts here.
Take a look at this guide and get to know our new brand territory.
SGH is a storied firm with a limitless future. Our brand identity
reflects our depth of expertise and our commitment to clients and the
industry at large.
We are all ambassadors of our brand, and share the goal of delivering a
consistent image in all interactions with our clients, colleagues, competitors,
potential employees, and throughout our profession. Today, with more than
600 employees in office locations throughout the United States, we remain
committed to our founding values, striving to be outstanding in everything
we do. Our brand reflects this and sets the foundation for our future.
We are SGH.

2 | sgh.com/brand
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01

MESSAGING
Brand Promise
Brand Position
Key Messages
Brand Attributes
Boilerplate Language

our Brand Promise

Performance beyond

expectation

Our Brand Position

Envision a world resilient to all forces.
We engineer the important and treasured
structures of a community for today’s needs
and future realities.
Because bold visions require bold thinking.

Our brand promise is the value or experience we strive to deliver to
our clients with every interaction.
06 | sgh.com/brand

Our brand position defines our unique value proposition and how
we differentiate ourselves from the competition.
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Key MESSAGES

bRAND ATTRIBUTES

Solving complexity is our standard.

| Bold

Whether making a seemingly impossible design a reality or solving
a performance problem that has proven elusive, SGH brings clarity to
complexity. Our teams deliver customized and reliable solutions for our
client partners—advancing the meaning of what’s possible.

Guiding superior performance through unparalleled experience.
You have to test the limits to know the limits. We constantly question
the “why” to better understand how structures and materials behave.
Our collective knowledge provides us with a unique lens to investigate and

| Distinctive
| Modern
| Innovative
| Approachable
| Leader

explain failures, help codify standards today, and innovate the future.

| Inquisitive

Helping engineer what’s next.

| Reliable

The only way to advance is to question and explore. Every member of the

| Diverse in our knowledge

SGH team is both a learner and an educator, committed to advancing our
industry. Together we are creating a community that never settles for what is,
but always seeks what could be.

Our key messages are the main points of information we want people
to hear and remember about SGH.
08 | sgh.com/brand

| Forward-thinking
| Experts

Our brand attributes define the personality of our firm.
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Boilerplate language
Simpson Gumpertz & Heger (SGH) is a national engineering firm

committed to delivering holistic advice for our clients’ most complex

challenges. We leverage our collective and diverse experience, technical
expertise, and industry knowledge of structures and building enclosures,
advanced analysis, code consulting, and applied science & research to
deliver unrivaled, comprehensive solutions that drive superior performance.
With more than 600 employees in eight office locations throughout the
United States, SGH’s industry-leading teams constantly seek to advance
the meaning of what’s possible.
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Visual
Elements
Logo
Color Palette
Typography
Photography
Graphics
Iconography
Our boilerplate language is a distilled synopsis of our company used
uniformly across a variety of mediums to reinforce our brand.
10 | sgh.com/brand

Patterns

LOGO

CLEARSPACE

Research revealed that our clients

1X

X

and the industry know us by
“SGH,” so we created a logo to
emphasize that. While Simpson
Gumpertz & Heger is still the name

1X

1X

of our company, it is no longer
1X

required as part of our logo.
Use the full name typographically
once in a communication,
otherwise feel free to use the
shortened version of “SGH.”
Our logo uses bold type to signify

LOGO VARIATIONS

SGH’s bold thinking. The curved
openings in the letters reference
a force, moving through the solid,
resilient structure of the letters. The
connection of the letters to each
other indicates unity, and bringing
together multiple disciplines to

FULL COLOR

WHITE

BLACK

REVERSE

create solutions. The strong cross
bar in the H speaks to continually
raising the bar for building
performance and the industry, while
the upward tilt of the notch creates
forward movement with an eye
toward the future. The gold diamond
represents our gold standard–going
above and beyond the bar we set.
The logo has one form, with
different color versions that can
be used on either light or dark
backgrounds, plus one-color

MINIMUM SIZE

Download logos at

versions when the production

sgh.com/brand

method is more limited.

For technical questions,

The full color version is the
preferred mark.
12 | sgh.com/brand

0.375”

please contact marketing.
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LOGO IMPROPER
USAGE

Do not outline

Every element of the logo’s design
is intentional. Do not change its
proportions, styling, spacing, or
color in any way.

Do not alter colors

Do not add any
graphic elements

Do not skew
or stretch

Do not rotate

14 | sgh.com/brand
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Color
Palette

Blue

Light Blue

PMS 4160 C

PMS 2170 C

CMYK 97 31 11 59

CMYK 62 22 1 1

PMS 3025 U

PMS 2170 C

CMYK 100 40 13 42

CMYK 69 28 0 0

RGB 0 72 96

RGB 95 155 198

HEX 004860

HEX 5F9BC6

Green

Light Green

CMYK 100 0 67 40

CMYK 36 0 15 0

additional colors that complement

PMS 335 U

PMS 7464 U

the primary palette and help with

CMYK 100 0 61 28

CMYK 29 0 12 0

RGB 0 106 82

RGB 160 209 202

HEX 006A52

HEX A0D1CA

Tan

Orange

CMYK 12 10 14 0

CMYK 0 75 93 0

PMS WARM GRAY 1 U

PMS 7579 U

CMYK 9 10 11 0

CMYK 0 68 93 0

RGB 214 210 196

RGB 220 88 42

HEX D6D2C4

HEX DC582A
SGH BRAND GUIDELINES | 17

Primary Colors
Color is an important aspect of
SGH’s brand identity. Using color
appropriately is one of the easiest
ways to make sure our materials
are cohesive. Our primary colors
are charcoal and gold. There is
also a gradient version of the gold
to be used more sparingly.

Charcoal

PMS 447 C
CMYK 70 57 63 65
PMS BLACK 3 U
CMYK 59 41 51 60

Secondary Colors
The primary colors are

RGB 55 58 54
HEX 373A36

intentionally limited, but not
everything can be accomplished

PMS 3298 C

with charcoal and gold. The
“secondary” palette contains six

overall visual hierarchy.
A special SGH gradient has also
been created from a blend of
brand colors. Please refer to page 38
for additional details.
Depending on production needs,
different versions of the colors may
be appropriate. For digital projects,
use RGB and HEX codes. For

Gold

PMS 7555 C
CMYK 2 28 97 12
PMS 110 U
CMYK 1 21 100 10

printing, use the Pantone (PMS) or

RGB 210 159 28

CMYK colors. Discuss with the printer

HEX D29F1C

whether or not to use an uncoated or
coated version of the color.

Gold Gradient

PMS 7551 C / CMYK 0 36 100 26
RGB 179 126 0 / HEXB37E00
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PMS 7464 C

PMS 7555 C / CMYK 2 28 97 12
RGB 210 159 28 / HEX D29F1C

PMS 7527 C

PMS 7579 C

Web
Accessibility
Color Palette
Just as our built environments
must meet certain codes
and standards, SGH’s digital

Charcoal

Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) 2.0 Level AA Contrast
Minimum. Please utilize these
guidelines for the website, and any

Light Blue*

RGB 0 72 96

RGB 95 155 198

HEX 004860

HEX 5F9BC6

Use white text on a
blue background.

Use black text on a
light blue background.

Use blue as a text color over a
white background.

*Do not use light blue as a text color

Green

Light Green*

HEX 006A52

HEX A0D1CA

Use white text on a
green background.

Use black text on a
light green background.

Use green as a text color over a
white background.

*Do not use light green as a text color

Tan*

Orange*

RGB 55 58 54
HEX 373A36

materials must meet standards
for readability based on the Web

Blue

over a white background

Gold text can be used on a
charcoal background.
White text can be used on a
charcoal background.

materials that will be published
for viewing on screens.
AA guidelines dictate that there

Use charcoal as a text color
over a white background

be a contrast ratio of 7:1 for
normal size text (16px) and 4.5:1
for large text (18px bold or 24px).
Our guidelines only use color

RGB 0 106 82

RGB 160 209 202

combinations that work at the
normal size text level. However,
we have added a darkened version

over a white background

of the orange to allow it to be used
as text on a white background.
The digital accessible palette
accommodates different use
applications:
| Black (000000) type on
a colored background
| White (FFFFFF) type on

Gold*

RGB 210 159 28
HEX D29F1C

RGB 214 210 196

HEX DC582A

Use black text on a
gold background.

Use black text on a
tan background.

Use black text on an
orange background.

*Do not use gold as a text color

*Do not use tan as a text color

over a white background

over a white background

a colored background
| Colored type on white and
colored backgrounds
Please refer to what is shown as
accessible examples on this page.
18 | sgh.com/brand

RGB 220 88 42

HEX D6D2C4

* To use orange as a text color over a
white background, change the hex
value to: C54C20.

Typography
Typefaces

Conneqt

As brand ambassadors, use

Bold, Black (primary weight used)

consistent typefaces for any
materials sent out on behalf of SGH.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789&!?

Specific fonts create a distinctive
appearance across all mediums,
allowing for messaging hierarchy,
and enhancing brand recognition.
Standard SGH Word templates are

Nunito Sans

available, already embedded with

Bold, Bold Italic, Extrabold,

brand-compliant fonts. Follow these

Extrabold Italic, Black, Black Italic

guidelines for new and custom documents.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789&!?

Fonts
Conneqt
Used as the basis of our logo, Conneqt
comes in solid and open versions.
The characters shown on the right
are the approved variations and

Pragati Narrow
Bold only

can be accessed in most software
programs under the menu item

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789&!?

Glyphs or Alternates. This fonts’
primary use is for headlines or
statements that warrant emphasis.
Glyphs should be used sparingly,
primarily as the first character in a
headline or first letter of a key word.
Nunito Sans

IBM Plex Serif
Regular, Regular Italic, Bold, Bold Italic
*For maximum legibility of body copy
use a minimum size of 8.5 pt

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789&!?

Sans serif font for larger
introductory text and subheads.
Pragati Narrow
Sans serif condensed font for
headlines and sidebar subheads.
IBM Plex Serif
Serif font for body copy.
20 | sgh.com/brand

Download fonts at
sgh.com/brand
For technical questions, please
contact marketing.
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photography
Photography provides the
opportunity to highlight the culture
at SGH—our people, the work
we do, and the materials that we
investigate. As we continue to build
our inventory of images, please
consider these guidelines.

People
Office and In the Field Candids
We capture our team as they
engineer what’s next, both in our
office environments and in the
field. Interesting angles, reflections
on glass, and unique environments
all tell the story of the complexity
of our work. Highlighting
individuals working in the lab
as well as detail shots of the lab
environment is how we emphasize
our constant learning and testing.

people continued on next page
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photography
Leadership Portraits
These direct eye to camera images
use shallow depth of field to
create a blurred background so that
the focus is on the individual.
Demeanor and attire is professional,
yet approachable.
Soft box lighting on the left side of the
individual with a fill card on the right.
F2 with longer portrait lens.
Leadership Candids
While the leadership portraits
are useful for proposals and the
overview page on the website,
candid portraits are a way to
feature the personality of our team
and the work they are passionate
about. Environmental settings
appropriate to the individual are
selected with interesting angles,
reflections and lighting, if possible.
These in-the-moment images are
captured without direct eye to
camera and more relaxed attire.

people continued on next page
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photography
Culture/Social Postings
As brand ambassadors, every
member of the team has the
opportunity to document and
capture the work that we do.
We encourage all associates
to photograph and submit key
milestones or your involvement
in the community. Always ask
yourself, “Does this represent SGH
in the best possible way?”
Please submit photos to marketing.

26 | sgh.com/brand
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photography
Projects
Process Photography
Since much of the work we do lies
below the surface, it’s important to
capture the project along the way.
Interesting detail shots can create
art out of the science of what we do.
Finished Exteriors/Interiors
Finished images allow us to share
the role that we played in the
project and complete the story
that the work-in-progress shots
show. These qualify as good
hero images.
Detailed Shots
The detail shots balance out the
other types of photos we use and
highlight the extreme detail of
our work.

28 | sgh.com/brand
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photography
Hero Images
Professional photography that
incorporates the diamond graphic
highlights the quality of our work
and team. These are used as the
main image across all mediums.

30 | sgh.com/brand
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photography
Materials
There is a library of materials
photos to be used as textures
to visually support project stories
or be used as background images.
| Brick
| Gold
| Metal
| Slate
| Stone
| Wood
| Concrete
| Marble
| Shingles
| Water
| Steel

A library of our
photography is located
within OpenAsset.
Please contact marketing
if you need access.
32 | sgh.com/brand
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Graphics
Pill

The “pill” is an element used to
help with information hierarchy.
It is a yellow rounded rectangle
with black text set inside using the

our Brand Promise

performance beyond

expectation

font Nunito Sans Black in all caps.
Example of the “pill.”

Pike

The pike is an element that is
used as SGH’s custom orange
bullet style. To create this element,
press “shift” + “\” on your keyboard.

Angle

| Bold

corner for images and color

| Distinctive

The angle is used as a custom
blocks. It is 35º and should be the
same as the top and bottom angle
of the diamond in the logo.

Diamonds

As a graphic element, the diamonds

| Simple
Example of the “pike.”

are a shape directly derived from
the logo, and used in hero images.
The diamonds should be used

Example of the “diamonds.”

as a framing element around
the subject or focus of an image
wherever possible. The preferred
method is using Photoshop,
however this look can be mimicked
in InDesign.
Download diamonds at
sgh.com/brand

34 | sgh.com/brand

Vince Cammalleri
SENIOR PRINCIPAL

Example of the “angle.”
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Iconography
SGH’s unique icon set provides
symbolism, and can be built upon
to visually represent concepts
or topics. There is an intentional
openness in the stroke line in the
icons that reflects the openness
of the logo. The use of brand
colors as a highlight provides
visual interest. Where
opportunities exist, we have
chosen to incorporate the curved
arc element of the logo into the
colored accent.
Download icons at
sgh.com/brand

36 | sgh.com/brand
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Patterns
A unique set of patterns enhances
the visual identity of the brand.
The patterns are inspired by the
diamond element in the logo, and
are offered in a variety of brand
colors. Use them as backgrounds
or in sidebars sparingly.
Download patterns and
green gradient at sgh.com/brand

Green Gradient
This gradient is comprised of four
colors. It is available for download.
Color
Color
Color
Color
38 | sgh.com/brand

1 | CMYK 91 61 49 34
2 | CMYK 78 71 62 85
3 | CMYK 36 2 23 0
4 | CMYK 6 7 18 0
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03

Brand
Usage
Stationery
Email Signature
Cut Sheet
Proposal
PowerPoint

Stationery
Business Card
The SGH business card is a
physical representation of our
brand and a tangible way to
connect with people. From the
soft touch finish to the spot gloss
varnish, these are a physical

Performance Beyond

Expectation

manifestation of our attention
to detail and intentionality with
material selection.

sgh.com

To place an order, please contact
your administrative assistant.

Elizabeth V. Rodenkirch,
AIA, LEED AP BD+C
Senior Consulting Architect
312.754.7503
217.898.1596
e: evrodenkirch@sgh.com
D:
c:

Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
135 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 3800
Chicago, IL 60603
o: 312.754.7500

42 | sgh.com/brand
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Stationery
Letterhead, Envelope &
Mailing Label
While we continually move toward
a more digital world, we recognize
that printed material continues to
be necessary. The SGH letterhead,
envelope, and mailing label reflect
our brand and the quality we
stand for. Each office location will
have its own materials.
To place an order, please contact
your administrative assistant.

SIMPSON GUMPERTZ & HEGER

|

600 Galleria Parkway, Suite 1670, Atlanta, GA 30339

|

770.635.6700

|

sgh.com

Letterhead

#10 Envelope

Download a digital

SIMPSON GUMPERTZ & HEGER
135 S. LaSalle Street
Suite 3800
Chicago, IL 60603

version of our letterhead at
sgh.com/brand
44 | sgh.com/brand

Mailing Label
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Email
Signature
nmsparks@sgh.com

The SGH brand has a unique
signature for any email
correspondence. Please do
not add to, edit, or modify this
signature. Please note this is the
only place where Arial, a basic
web-safe font is used.
A web-safe font is one that
is installed on almost every
Windows and Mac device by
default, which means it will look
seamless on the recipient’s end
regardless of device types and/or
email platforms.
IT will deploy this in your
email application.

First and last name
Title
Phone numbers
Full company name
Web address

46 | sgh.com/brand
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Cut Sheet

THIS IS AN EXAMPLE A LONG TITLE
SPREAD OVER MULTIPLE LINES
FALLS CHURCH, VA

With a commitment to advancing the building industry, HITT Contracting
sought to create an exciting new space to inspire collaborative research,
testing, and learning. The two-story Co|Lab features an exposed mass timber
frame structure that the design team chose not only for its appearance, but also
for its efﬁciency and sustainability.

The cut sheets use compelling
images, concise language, and a
clear hierarchy to emphasize the
value that we bring to a project.
Please contact marketing to create
a cut sheet for one of your projects.

SCOPE | SOLUTIONS
Structural design. SGH was the structural engineer of record for the 8,600 sq ft building.
We collaborated with the architect and mass timber fabricator to evaluate different
framing options, designed the foundations and the superstructure comprising glued
laminated and cross-laminated timber (CLT), and prepared construction documents.
Building enclosure consulting. We consulted on the design of the building enclosure
featuring ultra-high performance concrete panels, curtain walls, integrated sheathing
and air/vapor barrier assemblies, and rooﬁng. SGH assisted the architect with developing
details to integrate the various systems and simplify future maintenance needs. We also
helped the project team address ﬁeld conditions during construction.
Fire engineering. SGH assisted the design team in developing ﬁre/life safety strategies.
We reviewed atrium conditions, stair capacity and locations, and performance of the
exposed CLT framing. We also worked with county ofﬁcials to get approval for the use of
CLT since it is not explicitly permitted in the code for Type IV construction.

SERVICES Structural and building enclosure design,
ﬁre engineering
CLIENT

AWARDS
2020 Catalyst Award, USGBC National
Capital Region | 2020 Excellence in Structural
Engineering Award, Merit Award for New
Construction Under $25 million, SEAMW
| 2020 Partnership for the Planet Award,
AIA|DC

William McDonough + Partners

COMPLETION

2019

CONSTRUCTION VALUE

$6 Million

CERTIFICATIONS

LEED BD+C: New construction, platinum
certiﬁcation, living building challenge, petal certiﬁcations

sgh.com

Long title example

HITT CONTRACTING CO|LAB

FALLS CHURCH, VA

With a commitment to advancing the building industry, HITT Contracting
sought to create an exciting new space to inspire collaborative research,
testing, and learning. The two-story Co|Lab features an exposed mass timber
frame structure that the design team chose not only for its appearance, but also
for its efﬁciency and sustainability.

SCOPE | SOLUTIONS
Structural design. SGH was the structural engineer of record for the 8,600 sq ft building.
We collaborated with the architect and mass timber fabricator to evaluate different
framing options, designed the foundations and the superstructure comprising glued
laminated and cross-laminated timber (CLT), and prepared construction documents.
Building enclosure consulting. We consulted on the design of the building enclosure
featuring ultra-high performance concrete panels, curtain walls, integrated sheathing
and air/vapor barrier assemblies, and rooﬁng. SGH assisted the architect with developing
details to integrate the various systems and simplify future maintenance needs. We also
helped the project team address ﬁeld conditions during construction.

HITT CONTRACTING CO|LAB

Fire engineering. SGH assisted the design team in developing ﬁre/life safety strategies.
We reviewed atrium conditions, stair capacity and locations, and performance of the
exposed CLT framing. We also worked with county ofﬁcials to get approval for the use of
CLT since it is not explicitly permitted in the code for Type IV construction.

SERVICES Structural and building enclosure design,
ﬁre engineering
CLIENT

AWARDS
2020 Catalyst Award, USGBC National
Capital Region | 2020 Excellence in Structural
Engineering Award, Merit Award for New
Construction Under $25 million, SEAMW
| 2020 Partnership for the Planet Award,
AIA|DC

William McDonough + Partners

COMPLETION

2019

CONSTRUCTION VALUE

$6 Million

CERTIFICATIONS LEED BD+C: New construction, platinum
certiﬁcation, living building challenge, petal certiﬁcations

FALLS CHURCH, VA

With a commitment to advancing the building industry, HITT Contracting
sought to create an exciting new space to inspire collaborative research,
testing, and learning. The two-story Co|Lab features an exposed mass timber
frame structure that the design team chose not only for its appearance, but also
for its efﬁciency and sustainability.

sgh.com
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SCOPE | SOLUTIONS
Structural design. SGH was the structural engineer of record for the 8,600 sq ft building.
We collaborated with the architect and mass timber fabricator to evaluate different
framing options, designed the foundations and the superstructure comprising glued
laminated and cross-laminated timber (CLT), and prepared construction documents.
Building enclosure consulting. We consulted on the design of the building enclosure
featuring ultra-high performance concrete panels, curtain walls, integrated sheathing
and air/vapor barrier assemblies, and rooﬁng. SGH assisted the architect with developing
details to integrate the various systems and simplify future maintenance needs. We also
helped the project team address ﬁeld conditions during construction.

HITT CONTRACTING CO|LAB

FALLS CHURCH, VA

With a commitment to advancing the building industry, HITT Contracting
sought to create an exciting new space to inspire collaborative research,
testing, and learning. The two-story Co|Lab features an exposed mass timber
frame structure that the design team chose not only for its appearance, but also
for its efﬁciency and sustainability.

SCOPE | SOLUTIONS
Structural design. SGH was the structural engineer of record for the 8,600 sq ft building.
We collaborated with the architect and mass timber fabricator to evaluate different
framing options, designed the foundations and the superstructure comprising glued
laminated and cross-laminated timber (CLT), and prepared construction documents.

Fire engineering. SGH assisted the design team in developing ﬁre/life safety strategies.
We reviewed atrium conditions, stair capacity and locations, and performance of the
exposed CLT framing. We also worked with county ofﬁcials to get approval for the use of
CLT since it is not explicitly permitted in the code for Type IV construction.

Building enclosure consulting. We consulted on the design of the building enclosure
featuring ultra-high performance concrete panels, curtain walls, integrated sheathing
and air/vapor barrier assemblies, and rooﬁng. SGH assisted the architect with developing
details to integrate the various systems and simplify future maintenance needs. We also
helped the project team address ﬁeld conditions during construction.
Fire engineering. SGH assisted the design team in developing ﬁre/life safety strategies.
We reviewed atrium conditions, stair capacity and locations, and performance of the
exposed CLT framing. We also worked with county ofﬁcials to get approval for the use of
CLT since it is not explicitly permitted in the code for Type IV construction.

SERVICES Structural and building enclosure design,
ﬁre engineering
CLIENT

AWARDS

William McDonough + Partners

COMPLETION

2019

CONSTRUCTION VALUE

$6 Million

CERTIFICATIONS LEED BD+C: New construction, platinum
certiﬁcation, living building challenge, petal certiﬁcations

2020 Catalyst Award, USGBC National
Capital Region | 2020 Excellence in Structural
Engineering Award, Merit Award for New
Construction Under $25 million, SEAMW
| 2020 Partnership for the Planet Award,
AIA|DC

SERVICES Structural and building enclosure design,
ﬁre engineering
CLIENT

William McDonough + Partners

COMPLETION

2019

CONSTRUCTION VALUE

sgh.com
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CERTIFICATIONS

$6 Million

LEED BD+C: New construction, platinum
certiﬁcation, living building challenge, petal certiﬁcations

AWARDS
2020 Catalyst Award, USGBC National
Capital Region | 2020 Excellence in Structural
Engineering Award, Merit Award for New
Construction Under $25 million, SEAMW
| 2020 Partnership for the Planet Award,
AIA|DC

sgh.com
PARAGON AND BLANCHARD

LONG ISLAND CITY, NY

The Point LIC, a new commercial development, reinvents two seven-story industrial buildings as the Paragon and
Blanchard. The renovated buildings offer open ofﬁce ﬂoor plans, ground-level retail, and other amenities. SGH
provided building enclosure and structural services for the project.

PARAGON

BLANCHARD

The triangular Paragon features a brick masonry facade
with terra cotta accents. SGH prepared drawings and
speciﬁcations for the building enclosure rehabilitation.
Highlights of our work include the following:

SGH consulted on the building enclosure design for this
transitional masonry structure. We investigated the existing
windows and assisted the architect with developing
contract documents to replace storefront systems and
provide a canopy. SGH also served as the structural
engineer for renovations associated with changing
from manufacturing to ofﬁce/retail and tenant-speciﬁc
modiﬁcations. Highlights of that work include the following:

|

Investigating the existing enclosure systems, including
reviewing exploratory

|

Evaluating the existing wall systems and potential
energy-saving improvements, such as adding insulation
and providing sun shades

|

Developing repairs, including pointing, repairing
damaged brick and terra cotta, and replicating the
existing water table with GFRP

|

Designing a rooﬁng replacement and repairs for the
existing copper cornice

|

Designing replacement windows, storefront, and
canopy systems

|

Detailing transitions between the various enclosure
systems

|

Reviewing bids for the building enclosure scope

SERVICES Structural and building enclosure design,
ﬁre engineering
CLIENT

|

Investigating the existing enclosure systems, including
reviewing exploratory

|

Assessing the condition of the existing structure and
designing repairs

|

Evaluating the primary structural system comprising
steel shapes as concrete column/girder reinforcement
with bolted connections betw een members

|

Designing foundations to support a new stair as part
of the tenant ﬁt out

|

Designing openings in the existing masonry walls for
large storefront glazing

|

Evaluating the existing third ﬂoor’s capacity to support
new switchgear

3 image template

For both buildings, we provided construction phase
services, including visiting the site to observe ongoing
construction, reviewing contractor submittals, and helping
address ﬁeld conditions.

William McDonough + Partners

COMPLETION

2019

CONSTRUCTION VALUE

$6 Million

CERTIFICATIONS LEED BD+C: New construction,
platinum certiﬁcation, living building challenge, petal
certiﬁcations
sgh.com
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Construction and field testing
observations

Executive Summary and Scope of Work

Proposal
The proposal system is designed
with flexibility to accommodate
varied types of tailored
content while creating a clear
hierarchy of information and

|

Review the contractor’s QA/QC program for enclosure
system installation.

|

Review and comment on the representative checklists
prepared by subcontractors for each major enclosure
system.

|

Visit the site periodically to review the construction of
building enclosure systems. The number of site visits
varies by building, but is as specified in the RFP.

|

Prepare an illustrated site visit report documenting
our observations and identifying construction not in
conformance with the project documents. Our field
reports are designed to track deficient construction
observed in the field. Our field reports are not intended
to change the design requirements or to provide
direction to the contractor as only the architect of
record can provide direction and changes to the design.

|

Review and comment on the field testing protocols
(locations and procedures) for the building enclosure
systems.

|

Observe three field tests for each building. We assume
that these tests will take place within the number of
site visits required by the RFP per building.

|

Prepare an illustrated site visit report document our
observations during testing.

RFI, CCD, bulletins, and change orders
|

Monitor RFIs, CCDs, bulletins, and SKs related to
the enclosure/waterproofing system and provide
consulting to the design team as needed to develop
these documents. Provide written responses to any
issues arising from them.

|

Provide commentary regarding change order proposals
related to the building enclosure systems.

Project closeout
|

Review “as built” building enclosure documents
provided by the contractor for general completeness.

|

Verify building enclosure close-out documents are
submitted.

|

Verify systems manual updates and delivery. As
discussed above, systems manuals is a term related
to general building commissioning and not specific
to building enclosure commissioning. To the extent
maintenance manuals are required, we will verify their
submission.

|

Verify key personnel training on building enclosure
systems. As discussed above, most building
maintenance personnel do not self-perform enclosure
maintenance. To the extent training is needed, we will
verify its occurrence.

|

Verify seasonal testing. This is also a carryover
from building commissioning and is not pertinent
to building enclosure commissioning. Testing is
performed during construction as noted in the above
Construction and Field Testing Observation section.
Seasonal testing is not required for building enclosure
systems.

|

Develop an on-going building maintenance plan.

|

Perform a 10-month post-occupancy review for
building enclosure performance.

|

Provide a final report regarding the building enclosure
systems showing all enclosure related issues closed
and including summaries of the process and outcome.
The appendix to the report will include all substantial
work product created during the project, including
design review reports, laboratory testing reports, site
visit reports, field testing reports, etc.
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30 East Balbo Drive, Chicago, IL
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Relevant Project Experience

SUMMARY
We appreciate the opportunity to present our qualifications
and proposal to perform this scope of work for you on
this project. We have summarized our assumptions,
clarifications, and exceptions for the work in Section 06 of
this RFP response.

brand consistency.
Contact marketing for assistance
with creating a proposal.
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Proposal and qualifications for envelope / waterproofing consulting services
Lincoln Yards: Steelyard and Parcel G.1

University of Arizona, Phoenix Biomedical Campus,
Health Science Education Building PHOENIX, AZ

1. Background
The Dekalb Data Center building is approximately 900,000
sf and consists of Building 1, Building 2, and Admin
Building. The building is shaped in the form of an “H”,
with Buildings 1 and 2 as the long bars of the “H”, and
the Admin Building as the short bar of the “H.” All
three buildings are two stories tall. The ﬁrst story of
Buildings 1 and 2 is data center, electrical, mechanical
and storage space. The second level of these buildings is
mechanical penthouse space. Both stories of theAdmin
Building are office space.
The RFP seeks consultant services related to the building
enclosure only.

2. Scope of Work

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Endicott House
Slate Roof and Water Tower

Executive Summary and Scope of Work

We will provide the following scope of work.

2010 Next LA Citation Award
AIA Los Angeles

Structural Review and Assessment

We will perform a peer review of the design documents and
technical specifications prepared by Sheehan Nagle Hartray
Architects (SNHA), the designer of record for the building
enclosure. We understand that the intent of the peer review
is to assess the ability of the design to manage air, water
vapor, and liquid water infiltration through the building
enclosure.
Our peer review work will conform to the RFP description
Section 03 – Scope of Services, Scope of Work #1.

2013 Best Higher Education/Research Project
ENR Southwest

2.2 Written report

2013 Metal Architecture Design Award, Natural Metals
Metal Architecture Magazine
2013 RED Award, Most Challenging Project
Arizona Commercial Real Estate

We will prepare a written report that documents the results
of our peer review. Our written report will conform to the
RFP description Section 03 – Scope of Services, Scope of
Work #2.

2013 Honor Award for Architecture
AIA California Council

2.3 Teleconferences

2014 Top Ten Green Projects
AIA Committee on the Environment

NOVEMBER 24, 2020

2014 Facade Award
World Architecture News
2015 Education Facility Design Award of Excellence
American Institute of Architects
2017 Best of the Best Higher Education/Research Project
ENR

2. 07 42 13.13 Formed metal wall panels
3. 07 42 13.16 Metal plate wall panels
4. 07 42 13.19 Insulated metal wall panels
5. 07 42 16 Insulated-core metal wall panels
6. 07 48 13 Cladding attachment system
7. 08 33 23 Overhead coiling doors
8. 08 41 13 Aluminum-framed entrances and
storefronts

9. 08 44 13 Glazed aluminum curtain walls
10. 08 44 13.13 Security glazed aluminum curtain
walls

11. 08 44 23 Structural-sealant-glazed curtain walls
12. 08 80 00 Glazing
13. 08 88 53 Security glazing
14. 08 91 19 Fixed louvers

2.1 Peer review

Awards

1. 03 45 00 Precast

15. 10 73 16 Canopies
We include one review of the shop drawings related to the
delegated design packages and one backcheck to confirm
that comments are addressed by the delegated design
partners. Reviews beyond these are an additional service.
Because our review of the delegated design amounts to
a review of the shop drawings/submittals prepared for
these design packages, we exclude these from the list of
construction phase submittals (see section 2.6 below) in
order to eliminate double-counting these items.

2.5 Project global mockup
We will participate in the review and construction of the
Project Global Mockup as indicated in the RFP description
Section 03 – Scope of Services, Scope of Work #5.
We include the following scope related to this item:

At your request, we will participate in a teleconference to
discuss our peer review and written report with the Owner,
SNHA, trade partners, and others invited by Mortenson as
indicated in RFP description Section 03 – Scope of Services,
Scope of Work #3.

|

Review and markup the mockup drawings prepared by
the design team.

|

Review and markup the mockup shop drawings
prepared by the construction team.

|

Participate in a mockup preconstruction conference
call to review our comments, plan the mockup
construction, identify appropriate testing, and review
mockup expectations.

|

Visit the site twice to observe the mockup construction.
Prepare an illustrated report documenting our
observations.

|

Visit the site once to observe testing of the mockup.

2.4 Peer review of delegated design
We will perform a peer review of delegated designed
by related trade partners. We assume our peer reviews
will be of the completed design, as represented in shop
drawings and submittals related to the design. We include
the following delegated designs based on the following list
provided in the RFP:
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Proposal and qualifications for envelope / waterproofing consulting services
Lincoln Yards: Steelyard and Parcel G.1

The following pages highlight five projects similar in program, scale, and functionality as Lincoln Yards. These projects
emphasize our teams ability to collaboratively design multiple enclosure systems such as contemporary walls; roofing and
waterproofing, including below-grade systems; and plaza decks. All of the projects presented in this section are complete.

Alexandria Center at Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA
Building enclosure design and commissioning services for a five-building mixeduse
development constructed over the course of four years. Building types include
commercial laboratory, office, residential, and mixed-use retail.

30 East Balbo Drive, Chicago, IL

30 East Balbo Drive, Chicago, IL
Photo by Photographer Name

PREPARED FOR

PREPARED BY

Sterling Bay
Eric Engstrom
Vice President
333 N. Green Street
Suite 1100
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
Peter M. Babaian, S.E.
Principal
135 South LaSalle Street
Suite 3800
Chicago, Illinois 60603
o: 312.754.7507
m: 617.413.1746
e: pmbabaian@sgh.com

Conﬁdential and Proprietary

Cover sample
50 | sgh.com/brand

Executive Summary and Scope of Work

Exterior enclosure consulting for new mixed-use development.

Alexandria Center at Kendall Square
Eleven 40, Chicago, IL
Exterior enclosure, roofing, and waterproofing consulting for new mixed-use
[apartments, retail, and parking] development.

University of Arizona, Phoenix Biomedical Campus,
Health Science
Building enclosure design consulting for 264,000 sq ft biomedical research facility
with 25,000 sq ft of space located below-grade, LEED Silver certified.

CityCenterDC, Washington, DC
Building enclosure design consulting for a large, planned, six-building, mixeduse
development containing 450,000 sq ft of office space, 750 housing units, 2,500
below-grade parking garage, and 250,000 sq ft of retail space. Project was
constructed in multiple phases.

References and project team

50 & 60 Binney Street

REFERENCES

Anchoring the eastern corner of the Alexandria Center at
Kendall Square, 50 & 60 Binney Street offer 500,000 sq ft
of rentable area for science and technology tenants and
ground-level retail and restaurant space. The two towers
feature stepped and curving curtain wall facades and large
landscaped balconies on alternating floors. SGH consulted
on the design of belowgrade waterproofing for the slurry
wall foundation, plaza deck and terrace waterproofing,
and roofing and waterprooﬁng design and also served
as a secondary peer reviewer for the curtain wall and
precast facade elements of the building. Our team also
provided construction administration services, including
reviewing shop drawings and submittals to compare with
the design intent, visiting the site to observe construction
and compare with the project requirements, and overseeing
performance testing.

Andy Reinach
Senior Vice President - Real Estate
Development & Construction
Alexandria Real Estate
617.661.6962
E: areinach@are.com
T:

Matthew Michel, AIA, LEED AP
Principal
Spagnolo Gisness & Associates, Inc.
617.443.0680

T:

mmichel@sga-arch.com
Mr. Michel was the lead designer on 225
Binney Street and 50 & 60 Binney Street.

E:

SGH TEAM MEMBERS
Peter M. Babaian, P.E. - Principal in Charge
(50 & 60 Binney Street, 100 Binney Street,
and 270 Third Street ); Project Manager (75|125
Binney Street and 225 Binney Street )

OWNER / DEVELOPER
Alexandria Real Estate

Proposal and qualifications for envelope / waterproofing consulting services
Lincoln Yards: Steelyard and Parcel G.1

Sample spreads

CAMBRIDGE, MA

Alexandria at Kendall Square is a 1,700,000 square feet urban, mixed-use development that includes commercial laboratory,
office, residential, retail, and recreation spaces. Built upon a redeveloped brownfield site between 2013 and 2017, the
followingvfive buildings were among the first constructed as part of a revitalization effort in East Cambridge.

PROJECT SCHEDULE 2014 (Design Complete) /
2017 (Construction Complete)
LEED STATUS LEED Gold

ARCHITECT Spagnolo Gisness & Associates (SGA)
SGH has completed over ﬁfty p rojects with SGA over the last
20 years.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER Turner Construction
SGH has completed over 130 projects with Turner Construction.
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powerpoint
Template
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Body copy. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore
et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea
commodo consequat.
• Bullet
• Bullet

The SGH PowerPoint template
allows for flexibility of content
while maintaining brand
standards. The brand typefaces

“

are embedded into the template.
Please use this guide as a visual
reference to be sure fonts are
rendering properly.
Download the PowerPoint
template at sgh.com/brand
You will find the new templates in
the “shared” section of PowerPoint.
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“This is a pull quote. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo
lorem ipsum dolorem consequat.”
John Smith, Job Title
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Sample slides
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downloadable resources

Please visit sgh.com/brand
to download any assets in
this guide book.
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